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1 - Wow..that was hot

Well, there’s this guy in my science class, who has the most adorable red and black hair, the most
beautiful blue eyes, and every one loves him, God his boyfriend is SO lucky...Oh and if you haven’t
realized it, Yes I am totally and head over heels in love with a Gay guy.
~~~~~

"Hey...Adrian" I smiled as my gay crush walked over to me in his tight black shirt, with pink outlines

"Hey Jamie" he smiles at me through in snake bite pierced lips" What’s up??"

"Ohh...nothing much" I blushed" How’s the band doing?"

"Actually...that’s what I wanted to ask you...lately...there have been some problems with my vocal
chords lately, and our back up singer left. and since I’ve been having problems...I heard you singing in
your guitar class...I wasn’t supposed to be listening by i couldn’t help it...your voice. its amazing...Well
anyway I just wanted to know...so u want to be in our band...?" he asked

"You...you heard me...” I blushed" absolutely…id love to be in your band"

"Alright…well there’s practice tonight at my house, and you’re singing the first song: he smiled kissing
me on the cheek, pushing his black and red hair our of his face, and strutted down the hallway

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~later~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As I walked towards the bathroom during third period, I turned the corner and spotted Adrian and his
boyfriend Jeremy doing a little more than making out against the wall/ As Adrian’s hands lay across
Jeremy’s shoulders. Jeremy probed around under his shirt. I blushed crazily and continued to the
bathroom...trying not to be noticed by my crush and his boyfriend. Suddenly Adrian opened his eyes and
noticed me walking by and staring at them

And in an attempt to make me more embarrassed, Adrian slipped his hands underneath is hot
boyfriends shirt and began making sexy noises, he probed him tongue around in Jeremy’s mouth, the
reached up to pull up Jeremy’s shirt.

"Uhn..." he moaned as Jeremy rubbed and kissed him the right way..

"Omg...” I thought as I raced to the bathroom..."that was hot..."



2 - i wont forget...

I re-applied my eyeliner after washing off my face, hands, and using the bathroom. I walked out the door,
and Jeremy was walking down the hallway, Adrian, was leaning against the wall eyes closed, and
ruffling his hair. I tried walking by again, TRYING not to be noticed at all.
“Jamie…you really got to work on your sneaking abilities...” he laughed

“Well…at least I try not to be noticed...” I laughed walking past.

“Jamie…are you weirded in out by us...” he said hoping the answer was a no

“No. Adrian I respect what you do…don’t worry about me okay...I’m fine” I smiled

“Are you sure Jamie…Cuz he is the drummer in my band and all…”he said

“Yeah…don’t worry” I smiled running off as the bell for fourth period rang

“Damn…that was embarrassing” I though as I walked of to science. then realizing that Adrian was in my
class….”dammit,”

~~~~~~~~~after a long boring science class~~~~~~~~

“Yay…finally school is over. but crap...I got to go to practice…and see Adrian and Jeremy together….there
cute and all… but today was just too much to see…

“HEY!! Jamie…” Called Adrian as he ran at me waving his hands” you didn’t forget right??”

“No, of course not. I’ll be there around 6 okay?” I smiled

“Perfect see you there” he smiled running off to Jeremy, who looked unhappy.

~~~~~~~~~~6 o’clock~~~~~~~~~

I was already late for my first practice, when as I looked into Adrian’s garage, I seen Adrian getting
pushed up against the wall by four different guys

“You queer, what’s wrong with you…U turned my brother queer” the man yelled as he punched Adrian
in the face,

“STOP IT MICHEAL, YOUR HURTING HIM!, Jeremy called as his brother punched Jeremy in the face
again

“SHUT IT!” Michael yelled, hitting his brother, giving him a bloody lip.



Michaels’ friends carried his brothers out cold body outside, while Michael help Adrian up by his neck,
and punched him in the stomach, He let Adrian fall to the floor. Adrian rolled over to his side and
whimpered in pain.
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